
Rookie Corner 432
Hetero Palindromes

by Madcap

13 of the clues have asterisks. Their solutions need to be reversed to create a new word, which can then be 
entered into the grid.
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Across

1 Cher released re-
mix making 
enthusiastic 
supporters ... (12)

9 * ... very 
entertained by 
dance party (5)

10 Unopened package 
is stuffed with 
damn port (9)

11 Lands fishes (7)

12 Romantic is coy 
about French 
woman (7)

13 China's taking half 
of India's capital -
in this, Western 
and Eastern views 
agree (10)

15 * Back operation 
approaches zero 
hour - ugh! (4)

18 * Contest is well 
run (4)

19 Do they make cuts 
in the plot? (10)

22 * Highlighted with 
no fringe but with 
braids (7)

24 * Scorned when 
embarrassed to 
admit depravity (7)

25 Rich from dubious 
gain, pocketing 
margin (9)

26 * Barks when 
hearing chimes (5)

27 Band and parade 
leader are backing 
1000 girls in 
theatre spectacles 
(5,7)

Down

1 Two fielders 
providing 
protection put 
under the 
microscope (5,4)

2 Electronic harp 
played -
harmonious for 
listener (8)

3 Scans clues left to 
right (5)

4 Joe Wicks? 
Without hesitation, 
he's taxing (9)

5 * 18D 18D for pay-
off (6)

6 * Drink litre over 
time on river (5)

7 * Those in form 
eye openings (4,2)

8 Accentuate 
parochial on 
vacation with 
Northern greeting 
(4,2)

14 Frothy lathering is 
no substitute (4,5)

16 Agitated wives 
support detailed 
public studies (9)

17 They are spineless 
accomplices, cover 
for US crime's 
Number One (8)

18 * He keeps fighting 
communist 
revolutionary (6)

20 * They're what gets 
players going in 
groups (6)

21 * Cheese maker is 
established in 
Kloosterburen, 
Netherlands (6)

23 * On which wet 
people gamble? (5)

24 Is teaching a bitch? 
(5)


